CBSE Class XII Subject-wise Board
Examination Tips
English

✓ Utilize the reading time to read the passages thoroughly.
✓ Write precise answers, adhering the word limit.
✓ In note making, do not write complete sentences, use abbreviations,
underline them and put them in the Abbreviation Key box at the end
of the notes.
✓ Do not forget to draw a box while drafting a notice/ advertisement/
poster/ invitation.
✓ The division of paragraphs in writing skills questions and long
answer type questions should be clear.
✓ Do not forget to mention heading/ title in notice/ advertisement/
article/ report.
✓ Leave a line after the completion of each answer.
✓ Read the texts thoroughly.
✓ Write in neat and legible handwriting.
✓ Ensure that the paper is well presented.
✓ Revise the paper well before handing it over to the invigilator.

Chemistry
✓ They should divide each chapter into smaller parts and then revise
them by parts.
✓ NCERT questions and previous year’s questions of these parts
should be done after proper revision of theory of that part of the
chapter.
✓ Short revision schedule of each day should be planned.
✓ Take intermittent gaps in between theory and practice of
questions.
✓ Mark difficult questions of each chapter and revise them again
after a gap of two to three days

Physics
✓ The students must learn derivations of each chapter first.
✓ They must practice all solved numerical from NCERT.
✓ They must prepare a list of all formulae chapter-wise and go
through this list on regular bases.

✓ The students must practice diagrams and graphs used in each
chapter.
✓ The students must practice past five years paper strictly as par the
marking scheme.
✓ The students must give TEST ON DEMAND after finishing each
chapter.

Biology
✓ As discussed in class ,2 – 3 times thorough reading of NCERT is
compulsory, including supplementary material given at the back,
along with the learning of notes.
✓ Once a chapter is finished solving NCERT back exercise and CBSE
last 10 years questions from that chapter is mandatory.
✓ Practice of diagrams for each chapter by drawing is really
beneficial.
✓ Once all the units are completed, solving at least 5 sample papers
based on current pattern within three hours is really important.
This will help you learn from the mistakes.
✓ Go through a topper’s paper to understand the best way of writing
a paper.
✓ Read the questions very carefully with concentration. Underline
the main points in the reading time of 15 minutes and interpret the
questions carefully.
✓ Answer the questions on the basis of marks assigned and
supporting it with diagrams and examples is always helpful.
✓ Try to solve the paper within two and a half hours giving 40,60 30
and 20 minutes to solve 5 ,3,2 and 1 marks questions.
✓ Attempt the question paper in preferably in serial order either
starting from section A or D.
✓ Do not panic if you cannot recall any answer. Leave that question
and space in paper and solve the rest of the paper. Gradually you
will remember as you have studied everything.

Mathematics
✓ Read your textbook actively.
✓ Write out complete solutions, even for practice and homework.
Check your work once you’re finished.
✓ Review Old Tests and Classroom Examples.

✓ Write, self-talk about and read your needed concepts, definitions,
formulas and theorems repeatedly.
✓ Analyze and understand every mistake. Making mistakes is a part
of learning, don’t let it discourage you.
✓ Understand your Doubts. Do not try to memorise the
processes. Math requires time and patience to master.
✓ Take advantage of extra help from a teacher or an instructor.
✓ The most important thing is to understand the examination you
are about to take. Prioritise your attempt. Use the first 15 minutes
effectively.

Business Studies
✓ Clear your concepts by reading all the topics well and focus on
keywords while reading and highlight them so that it will help you
in your revision.
✓ Practice sample papers and previous year question papers because
they give you an idea about the paper pattern.
✓ Revise smartly by focusing on flow-charts so that while reading the
next chapter you will not forget the previous one.
✓ Utilize your reading time of 15 minutes in scanning the paper well
and choose the questions from the choices available.
✓ Pick the questions with greater marks assigned first and try to start
your paper from the last question as this will prevent you from
losing out ‘cash marks’ questions.
✓ Use pointers and highlight keywords in the answers as it will save
time of the examiner in checking your paper.
✓ Prepare diagrams whenever possible like flowcharts, process
chains, etc. as it will make the paper presentable.
✓ Recheck your paper in the last 15 minutes and ensure that you
highlight all the keywords, heads and subheads and also ensure that
you have attempted all the questions correctly.
“Business Studies can be your cash crop if you learn how to plant and
harvest in the right manner”.

Accountancy

✓ Accountancy is practical subject which needs to be practiced daily.
✓ Solve as many sample papers as you can so that you can learn the
board paper pattern.

✓ Try to solve sample paper with the help of stop watch and observe
the time you take to solve some particular questions.
✓ Usually it is difficult to complete paper on time so train yourself
accordingly.
✓ Reading time i.e 15 minutes before writing time is very important.
Read the questions carefully with internal choice first, and select
which option you will attempt.
✓ You are suggested to read the questions from the last line as it will
only tell you what you are supposed to do like Journal, Accounts or
only Calculations.
✓ Narrations and format do not give extra marks but not writing
narrations and not making format will result 1/4th in the marks of
a question being deducted.
✓ Accountancy is not difficult but requires a lot of practice as your
small and silly mistakes can reduce your marks. So whenever you
practice, please practice with pen and paper. Only reading the
question or thinking about the solution cannot help you to solve
questions in your exam.
✓ Success is not final and failure is not fatal so keep practicing.

Economics
✓ Read the questions very carefully with concentration. Under line or
mark the main points in the readings time of 15 minutes. Try to
understand the question properly
✓ Go through the cbse sample paper with solution. This will help you
to familiarise with the pattern of the question and methodologies of
solving the question and instill a sense of confidence among you.
✓ Go through the syllabus thoroughly and prepare the units in
accordance with the marks allotted
✓ Go through the blue print of the question paper given by cbse and
you can easily guess which chapter will have larger questions of 6
marks
✓ This year there will be 6 QUESTIONS OF 6 marks ie 3 QUESTIONS
FROM micro and 3 from macro. It means out of 80 marks, 36 marks
are allotted for 6 markers, so prepare 6 markers very thoroughly
✓ Consumer equilibrium, law of variable proportion producers
equilibrium, equilibrium price with chain reaction are some
common topics of 6 marks from micro. Similarly numerical in
national income, credit creation in banking working of investment
multiplier determination of equilibrium level of income output etc
are some common topics in macro

✓ In eco the concept clarity is essential. DEVELOP an economic sense
by learning various concept in economics with thorough
understanding
✓ Attempt the question paper preferably in serial order or do those
questions first which you find easy and are comfortable with
✓ Numerical in national income accounting should preferably be done
vertically to save time in addition and subtraction
✓ A proper and logical reasoning must be given in question of true and
false or included or not included. Writing only yes or no will not
fetch you marks
✓ In micro draw and explain with diagram wherever possible. Some
time correct diagram become self explanatory. Labelling of diagram
is essential. The numerical in micro about Ed and Es have step
marking so don't forget to write the formula.

HISTORY
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Don't fear the board paper.
Use the word 'probably' in history for open ended questions.
Prepare statement based questions very thoroughly.
Read in between the lines from your textbook very carefully.
Keep reading the 'key words' as instructed and practiced in the
class regularly.
Practice your maps for identification and location as they are
scoring and will enhance your scores.
Remember for HISTORY, N.C.E.R.T. is your Bible. Read it as many
times as possible.
As there is always a possibility of repeated questions, practice your
C.B.S.E. board papers.
Remember to use pencil to highlight your key words in the answer
sheet.
Last but not the least, give your best and stay positive.

Political Science
✓ utilize the reading time to read the passage and cartoons question
thoroughly.
✓ To write precise answers while following the word limit. In long
questions do make the flow chart with every answer.
✓ Do not forget to write introduction and conclusion. Read the passage
perfectly and write answers in a perfect manner.
✓ Leave a line after completion of answers.

✓ Ensure that the paper is well presented.
✓ If possible attempt all the questions in increasing order only and
not to mix the questions.

Informatics Practices
✓ Read the paper carefully. Paper has 7 questions.
✓ For question number-1 that includes Computer networking and
Open source , write to the point and draw a diagram where ever you
can. (whether mentioned or not, it has ½ marks)
✓ For question number 2 and 4, that include Java and HTML
o For HTML write tags with their attributes
o For Java following tips to be followed
▪ Java is case sensitive.
▪ Mention rough work for all output questions as it has ½
mark included in the marking scheme
▪ Write corrected code and underline all errors
▪ Mention all control names in the beginning of the
question for application-based question. Write private
void – statement very clearly for every OK button.
o Remember == sign is used when you are converting switch to
if statement.
o Use proper indentation for program code and use of semicolon
after each statement.
✓ For question number 3 ,5 and 6 that includes MYSQL

Physical Education
✓ Answer the questions from 5 marks to 1 marks , in that way you
can attempt the paper better.
✓ Read the question paper carefully and underline the main points of
answers.
✓ Show the things with diagrams and pictures.
✓ Presentation must be very good.

